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•  The predictions of quantum theory and of general relativity, our current theory 
of gravity, are extremely well confirmed by experiment.  

•  There are few table-top experiments to date that probe the interface between 
quantum physics and gravity. In all these experiments, Earth‘s gravity acts as a 
constant classical background field. Loosely speaking, the quantum system is 
used as a „test particle“ in an external gravitational field. 

•  The current accuracy of optical atomic clocks in combination with techniques from 
atom interferometry should already allow to perform experiments on 
„superposition of clocks“. I am confident that this will happen soon. 

•  On the other hand, the last decade has seen large progress in controlling the 
quantum regime of massive micro-mechanical oscillators. These systems 
may lead the way to a new class of gravitational quantum physics 
experiments, in which the quantum system itself, e.g. the center of mass degree 
of freedom of a massive sphere, serves as a gravitational source mass. 

•  These developments will lead to: 

•  Tests of semiclassical gravity models 

•  Observation of dephasing through superposition of clocks 

•  Generation of quantum entanglement through gravity 

•  Observation of decoherence through quantum gravity 



„The predictions of quantum theory and of general relativity, our current theory 
of gravity, are extremely well confirmed by experiment.“ 

Example from quantum theory: validity of the quantum superposition principle for 

•  orbital angular momentum states of photons up to a few hundred quantum numbers (1) 

•  µA-level current states carrying up to 106 electrons (2,3) 

•  collective spin degrees of freedom of 1012 Rubidium atoms (4).  

•  macromolecules (up to 104 amu) (5,6) 

•  acoustic vibrational degrees of freedoms of mechanical resonators (up to 1011 amu) (7,8) 

à strong relativistic fields 
and gravitational radiation 

à solar-system scale experiments 
in the weak relativistic regime  

à earth-based high-precision 
tests of gravity 

Examples from GR: 
 

•  dynamics of binary pulsars (9), CMB analysis (BICEP2) (10)  

•  satellite tests of the Lense-Thirring effect (11,12).  

•  tests of the weak equivalence principle to an accuracy of 
better than10-13 (13)  

•  measurements of Newton’s constant G to 10-4  (14).  

•  atomic clocks for gravitational redshift to 10-6 (15). 



„The predictions of quantum theory and of general relativity, our current theory 
of gravity, are extremely well confirmed by experiment.“ 

Nature	  406,	  43	  (2000)	  

Science	  290,	  773	  (2000)	  

Nature	  413,	  400	  (2001)	  

106	  Cooper	  pairs	  (µA)	  

2-‐mode	  spin	  
squeezing	  of	  
1012	  Rb	  atoms	  



„The predictions of quantum theory and of general relativity, our current theory 
of gravity, are extremely well confirmed by experiment.“ 

Ionizing	  	  
laser	  
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PFNS10:	  C60[C12F25]10	  
	  (perfluoroalkylated	  nanosphere)	  	  

430	  atoms	  
m	  ~	  10-‐23	  kg	  =	  6910	  AMU	  	  

Δx	  ~	  100	  nm	  (~50x	  its	  diameter)	  

Arndt	  group	  (Vienna):	  	  S.	  Gerlich,	  S.	  Eibenberger	  et	  al.,	  Nature	  Communica[ons	  2,	  263	  (2011)	  	  



„The predictions of quantum theory and of general relativity, our current theory 
of gravity, are extremely well confirmed by experiment.“ 

Ramsey-‐type	  interference	  

6 GHz thickness oscillation 
à n ~ 0.07 @ 20 mK 

Micromechanics,	  2×1013	  atoms	  
m	  ~	  10-‐12	  kg	  =	  7×1014	  AMU	  	  

Δx	  ~	  10-‐16	  m	  (~10-‐10x	  its	  diameter)	  

Note: Eg-Ee = h*fm ≈ 20µeV 



Source mass: 8kg spheres 

„The predictions of quantum theory and of general relativity, our current theory 
of gravity, are extremely well confirmed by experiment.“ 

Frequency shift due to 33 cm 
lift in Earth‘s gravitational field 



„There are few table-top experiments to date that probe the interface between 
quantum physics and gravity*. In all these experiments, Earth‘s gravity acts as a 
constant classical background field. Loosely speaking, the quantum system is 
used as a „test particle“ in an external gravitational field.“ 

The most prominent examples are 

•  the wonderful “COW” experiment of Colella, Overhauser and Werner (Aharonov-
Bohm type relative phase shift between two spatially separated arms of a neutron 
interferometer) (16) 

•  the atomic fountain experiments pioneered by Kasevich and Chu (17) (phase shift 
is generated by interaction between light and atoms accelerated in Earth’s 
gravitational field); allows to measure gravitational gradients with an accuracy better 
than Δg/g = 10-9 

•  experiments with quantum states of ultra-cold neutrons that are bound in the 
gravitational field of the Earth (18); their energy spectrum can be probed 
experimentally and is for example sensitive to deviations of Newton’s 1/r2 law at very 
short distances (19).  

•  matter waves in free fall as has been shown recently with 104 atoms (20) and 
macromolecules (21).  

  
* I am explicitly neglecting all GR tests that are „motivated“ by quantum gravity such as searches for the fifth force, 1/r2 deviations, 
violations of UFF, EEP, etc. They fall in the category of „indirect“ tests. 



„There are few table-top experiments to date that probe the interface between 
quantum physics and gravity. In all these experiments, Earth‘s gravity acts as a 
constant classical background field. Loosely speaking, the quantum system is 
used as a „test particle“ in an external gravitational field.“ 

Aharonov-Bohm type phase shift 



„There are few table-top experiments to date that probe the interface between 
quantum physics and gravity. In all these experiments, Earth‘s gravity acts as a 
constant classical background field. Loosely speaking, the quantum system is 
used as a „test particle“ in an external gravitational field.“ 

à Phase shift due to 
atom-laser interaction 
with accelerated atoms 



„There are few table-top experiments to date that probe the interface between 
quantum physics and gravity. In all these experiments, Earth‘s gravity acts as a 
constant classical background field. Loosely speaking, the quantum system is 
used as a „test particle“ in an external gravitational field.“ 



„The current accuracy of optical atomic clocks in combination with techniques 
from atom interferometry should already allow to perform experiments on 
„superposition of clocks“. I am confident that this will happen soon.“ 

If the qubit is placed in a spatial superposition of two 
vertical heights (in Earth‘s gravitational field) separated 
by Δh the qubits will evolve differently: 

Example:  
Δh=20m (Kasevich drop tower, Stanford), ΔE=2eV 
(optical qubit, e.g. 4S-3D transition in Ca-2+) 
à Tπ = 500 ms (compatible with achievable 

 coherence times) 



„The current accuracy of optical atomic clocks in combination with techniques 
from atom interferometry should already allow to perform experiments on 
„superposition of clocks“. I am confident that this will happen soon.“ 

If the qubit is placed in a spatial superposition of two 
vertical heights (in Earth‘s gravitational field) separated 
by Δh the qubits will evolve differently: 

Alternative: Entangle 2 qubits that are spatially separated by Δh Ee 
Eg 

Ee 
Eg 

Δh 
à singlet-triplet oscillation at frequency Δωg 

Feasible with present day technology:  
•  Entanglement between states of separated atoms has been 

demonstrated (e.g. Weinfurter group (22)) 
•  Large Δh through optical fibers 



„On the other hand, the last decade has seen large progress in controlling the quantum regime 
of massive micro-mechanical oscillators. These systems may lead the way to a new class of 
gravitational quantum physics experiments, in which the quantum system itself, e.g. the center of 
mass degree of freedom of a massive sphere, serves as a gravitational source mass.“ 

Nature 464, 697-703 (2010)  

Nature 475, 359-363 (2011)  

Nature 478, 89-92 (2011)  

1013	  atoms	  

1010	  atoms	  



„On the other hand, the last decade has seen large progress in controlling the quantum regime 
of massive micro-mechanical oscillators. These systems may lead the way to a new class of 
gravitational quantum physics experiments, in which the quantum system itself, e.g. the center of 
mass degree of freedom of a massive sphere, serves as a gravitational source mass.“ 

Cantilever 

Advantage: large mass (>> 1010 atoms) 

Disadvantage of current approaches: small coherence 
time (mainly limited by mechanical losses*) 

* Note to Philip: in current approaches, mechanical losses are modelled by x-x coupling to a bosonic (non-Markovian) heat bath, 
hence there is loss-induced decoherence. 

For example, if we prepare the center of mass state of a micron-scale mechanical oscillator 
of 1 MHz resonance frequency and comprising 1013 atoms in a coherent spatial 
superposition of 1 nm separation, a quality factor of Q=107 at an environment temperature of 
20 mK will decohere the superposition on a timescale of one picosecond.  



„On the other hand, the last decade has seen large progress in controlling the quantum regime 
of massive micro-mechanical oscillators. These systems may lead the way to a new class of 
gravitational quantum physics experiments, in which the quantum system itself, e.g. the center of 
mass degree of freedom of a massive sphere, serves as a gravitational source mass.“ 

Cantilever 

Advantage: large mass (>> 1010 atoms); quantum 
control is achievable through optical cavities, 
superconducting circuits, etc. 

Disadvantage of current approaches: small coherence 
time (mainly limited by internal mechanical losses) 

Solution: Levitation of masses 

Trapped Particle 

à  Optical or magnetic traps are essentially 
loss-free à long coherence times 

à  Quantum state control through 
coupling to optical cavities or 
superconducting circuits 

à  Free-fall dynamics 
Theory see e.g. (23-26) 

For example, a sphere with 1011 atoms that is prepared in its quantum ground state of motion in a 
100kHz frequency optical trap can achieve coherent wavepacket expansion times of seconds at an 
environment temperature of 20 K and a background pressure of 10-11 mbar (26). 



„On the other hand, the last decade has seen large progress in controlling the quantum regime 
of massive micro-mechanical oscillators. These systems may lead the way to a new class of 
gravitational quantum physics experiments, in which the quantum system itself, e.g. the center of 
mass degree of freedom of a massive sphere, serves as a gravitational source mass.“ 

Solution: Levitation of masses 

Trapped Particle 

à  Optical or magnetic traps are essentially 
loss-free 

à  Quantum state control through 
coupling to optical cavities or 
superconducting circuits 

à  Free-fall dynamics 
 

•  Mechanical resonators can be used as measurement devices of external driving forces, with 
sensitivity limited by the oscillator thermal noise (essentially the product of temperature, mass, 
ω/Q and detection bandwidth).  

•  Levitated masses can achieve Q-factors well beyond 1010 à for a sphere of 500 µm trapped at a 
frequency of 100 Hz the force noise can be suppressed below 5×10-19 N for integration times 
shorter than 100 seconds.  

•  This corresponds to the gravitational force due to a sphere of same size at a distance of 1.5 mm. 
In other words, it becomes possible to detect gravitational forces between sub-mm masses.  

•  Such experiments provide a top-down approach for future experiments at the interface 
between quantum physics and gravity: the lowest masses above which gravitational coupling 
can be observed will be a benchmark for future quantum experiments. In the most optimistic 
scenario, the combination of force sensitivity and coherence time will eventually enable the 
quantum regime of gravitational source masses.  



Optically trapped nanospheres as mechanical resonators 
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Ashkin since 1967 
Raizen group, Science 2010 
Novotny 2012 

Optical trapping inside a 
cavity… (R~20nm – 2µm) 
Kiesel et al., work in progress 

Cavity	  Finesse	  ~	  
100,000	  



Cavity cooling of a trapped 
nanosphere 

N.	  Kiesel,	  F.	  Blaser,	  U.	  Delic,	  D.	  Grass,	  R.	  
Kaltenbaek,	  M.	  Aspelmeyer,	  	  
PNAS	  USA	  110,	  14180	  (2013)	  
See	  also:	  P.	  Asenbaum	  et	  al.,	  	  
Nat.	  Comm.	  4,	  2743	  (2013)	  	  

κ	  ≈	  180	  kHz,	  FSR	  ≈	  13.6	  GHz,	  F	  ≈ 78,000	  



„These developments will lead to: 

•  Tests of semiclassical gravity models 

•  Observation of dephasing through 
superposition of clocks 

•  Generation of quantum entanglement 
through gravity 

•  Observation of decoherence through 
quantum gravity?“ 



Classical gravity: localization of macro-objects 

Paper guilini & formula 

à	  gravitaOonal	  inhibiOon	  of	  dispersion	  
à	  gravita[onally	  bound	  states	  
à	  modified	  ground	  state	  (Gross-‐Pitaevskii)	  

Estimates for inhinitino of dispersion:  
•  Show numbers from papers 
•  Estimates for mechanical oscillators (due to scaling) 
à Observatino of free evolution should be sufficient !!!! (also for CSL: see Pearl) 

Schrödinger-‐Newton	  equaOon	  (Diosi	  1984)	  

e.g.	  add	  gravitaOonal	  self-‐
interacOon	  (Diosi,	  Penrose)	  

inhibi1on	  of	  dispersion	  

m	  =	  1010	  amu,	  σ(0)	  =	  500	  nm	  	  
	  à	  collapse	  [me	  t~30,000	  sec	  	  

m	  =	  1012	  amu,	  σ(0)	  =	  500	  fm	  	  
	  à	  collapse	  [me	  t~3x10-‐6	  sec	  	  

Giulini	  &	  Großardt	  (27),	  Colin,	  Durt	  &	  Willox	  (28)	  
and	  references	  therein	  

How	  to	  incorporate	  a	  Newtonian	  gravity	  field	  into	  quantum	  framework?	  	  



Ball 2 

An ultimate experiment? Entanglement by gravity… 

FEYNMAN: 

Chapel	  Hill	  Conference	  1957	  (29) 

For an initial superposition (Ball 1) of size Δr (distance between center of mass states), separation 
between the two balls on the order of their diameter and preparation of Ball 2 in a wavepacket of 
size Δx0, the “entanglement rate” (decoherence rate) is  
(M: mass, ρ: density) 
 
 



Ball 2 

An ultimate experiment? Entanglement by gravity… 

FEYNMAN: 

Chapel	  Hill	  Conference	  1957	  (29) 

Example: For 2 lead spheres of diameter 500 µm, an initial 
superposition size for sphere 1 of Δr = 5×10-7 m and preparation 
of sphere 2 in a motional ground state (100 Hz trap frequency) 
with Δx0=10-15 m, we obtain Γent=1.5 Hz, i.e. gravitational 
entanglement is established on a second time scale.  



„Will we be able to observe decoherence as a consequence of gravity?“ 

See also current (different) approaches by Philip Stamp, Bill Unruh, ... 

for superposition of different energy eigenstates 

à This is „really, really hard“. I do not 
have an obvious idea how to achieve 
this. Maybe magnetic particles are a 
way to go... Levitation would certainly 
help to significantly suppress other 
decoherence sources (blackbody 
localization) 



Summary and Outlook 

•  Levitated massive oscillators coupled to optical cavities or 
superconducting circuits open a new avenue to quantum experiments 
with a unique combination of large mass and long coherence times 

•  Such experiments will enable a new class of gravitational quantum 
physics experiments, in which quantum systems will eventually serve 
as a source mass 

•  In 20 years from now we (as in „we as scientific community“) will have 

•  eliminated the idea of semiclassical gravity models through 
unambiguous experiments; 

•  eliminated (in passing) the idea of ad-hoc „collapse“ models 
(GRWP, Penrose), essentially through the same experiments; 

•  found a new key experiment whose outcome has led the way to a 
almost working quantum theory of gravity . 

•  Table-top experiments will have played a vital role in this development. 
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